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Abstract
In this paper we consider maintaining the visibility of
a segment observer moving inside a simple polygon. A
practical instance of this problem is to identify the regions of a planar scene illuminated by a fluorescent lamp
while the lamp moves around. We consider both strong
and weak visibility in this paper. Our method is based
on the shortest path tree which builds a linear-sized data
structure in O(n) time, where n is the number of the vertices of the underlying simple polygon P. We first compute VP (st), the initial view of the segment observer st.
Then, as st moves, each change of VP (st) can be computed in O(log2 (|V P (st)|)) time when the observer is
allowed to change its direction, and in O(log(|V P (st)|))
time when the observer moves along a given line.
1

Introduction

Two points p and q of a planar scene are visible to or
see each other if pq does not intersect edges of the scene.
The visible region or the visibility polygon of a point p
of a scene P is the set of points in P which are visible
from p and is denoted by VP (p). Two versions of the
visibility polygon are defined for a line segment st inside
a planar scene P. The set of points in P which are
visible from all points of st is called its strong visibility
polygon and is denoted by SVP (st). The set of points in
P which are visible from at least one point of st is called
its weak visibility polygon and is denoted by WVP (st).
There are optimal algorithms that find VP (p),
SVP (st), and WVP (st) of a point p or a line segment
st in a static planar scene P. When P is a simple polygon of n vertices, VP (p), WVP (st), and SVP (st) can
be found in O(n) time [2, 3, 4, 5]. When P is a polygonal domain of n total vertices, VP (p) can be found in
O(n log n) time [8] and WVP (st) can be found in O(n4 )
time [6].
Also, there are several efficient algorithms for maintaining the visibility of a moving point p in planar
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scenes. Almost all of these methods have a preprocessing phase to build data structures about the visibility
coherence of the scene. These data structures are then
used to apply the changes of VP efficiently as the point
observer moves. There is a trade-off between the preprocessing time and space and the update time; the
higher preprocessing cost, the lower update time. In
a simple polygon P, changes of VP (p) can be handled
in O(log2 |V P (p)|) time using O(n log n) time to preprocess P and build a data structure of size O(n) [1].
However, updates can be handled in O(log n) optimal
time if we spend O(n3 log n) and O(n3 ) preprocessing
time and space, respectively [7].
The above methods which have been presented for a
moving point can be extended and adjusted naively to
maintain WVP (st) or SVP (st) for a moving segment
st. But, to the best of our knowledge, there is no result on applying and analyzing these approaches or on
directly solving this problem for a moving line segment.
In this paper, we consider the problem of maintaining
WVP (st) and SVP (st) of a segment st inside a simple
polygon. To solve this problem, we use the shortest path
tree as used by Aronov et al. [1]. Our approach leads
to a method with optimal O(n log n) and O(n) preprocessing time and space, respectively. Then, strong or
weak visibility change events are handled in O(log2 n)
time if the observer is allowed to change its movement
direction and in O(log n), if the observer moves along a
given line.
For simplicity purposes, we assume that points of
the scene are in general position (no three points are
collinear), and the observer position can be computed
by a fixed degree algebraic function of time.
2

Segment Visibility in Simple Polygons

In a simple polygon P, a point p may see the whole,
a portion, or nothing of a segment st. These situations
have been shown in Figure 1. The visible portion can be
obtained by drawing the shortest paths from p to s and
t. The region contained between the initial segments
of these two shortest paths is called the visible cone
of p with respect to st and is denoted by VC (p, st).
According to this figure, p is strongly visible to st if st
completely lies inside VC (p, st) (Part A of Figure 1),
p is weakly visible to st if st intersects boundary of
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Figure 1: Point-segment visibility.
VC (p, st) (Part B of Figure 1), and otherwise, p is not
visible to st (Part C of Figure 1).
Therefore, having the shortest paths from both endpoints of a segment st to all vertices of a simple polygon P, we can determine the set of strongly visible and
weakly visible vertices from st from which SVP (st) and
WVP (st) can be computed.
It is notable that in a simple polygon, none or a single
connected portion of each edge is weakly (strongly) visible from a segment. As described by Guibas et al. [3],
the vertices of WVP (st) are of three types:
• Type A: Vertices of P which are weakly visible from
s or t,
• Type B: Vertices produced by drawing a ray from
an endpoint x of st that passes through a visible
vertex v of P and intersects an edge e (denoted by
→ e)), and
V (−
xv,
• Type C: Vertices produced by drawing a ray from
some interior point of st that passes through two
vertices u and v of P and intersects an edge e (de→ e)).
noted by V (−
uv,
Part (I) of Figure 2, shows these three types of vertices that may appear in WVP (st). Vertices of SVP (st)
are also of three types as shown in part (II) of Figure 2:
• Type A: Vertices of P which are strongly visible
from s and t,
• Type B: Vertices produced by drawing a ray from
an endpoint x of st that passes through a strongly
visible vertex v of P and intersects an edge e (de→ e))), and
noted by V (−
xv,
• Type C: Vertices produced from the intersection of
two rays drawn from s and t that pass through
vertices v and u of P, respectively (denoted by
−
→
→
V (−
sv, tu)).
We can build the shortest path trees SPT (s) and
SPT (t), from endpoints of st in linear time and by a
linear trace over these trees, WVP (st) can be obtained
in O(n) time [3]. Also, we can obtain SVP (st) in linear
time in a similar method which we omit the details here.
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Figure 2: Vertex types of SVP and WVP .
Now, assume that st moves inside P along a given
line. In order to maintain and update WVP (st)
and SVP (st), we can monitor changes of SPT (s) and
SPT (t) during this movement. When a point moves
along a line segment inside a simple polygon, the shortest path tree from it to vertices of polygon does not
change very much. This idea is used in [9] to compute
the shortest path trees of all of the vertices in a simple
polygon, and visibility graph respectively. Whenever
one of the SPT (s) or SPT (t) is changed combinatorially, WVP (st) and SVP (st) must be updated accordingly. Aronov et al. [1] proposed a method for predicting and handling changes of SPT (q) for a moving point
q in a simple polygon. In their method, each change
of SPT (q) is handled in O(log(|V P (q)|)) time when q
moves along a single line and in O(log2 (|V (q)|)) when
q is permitted to change its motion direction. So, we
can use this method for handling changes of SPT (s)
and SPT (t). Instead of building WVP and SVP from
scratch, we like to apply only the necessary changes to
WVP (st) and SVP (st), preferably, in logarithmic time.
During the motion, WVP (st) and SVP (st) are
changed continuously while SPT (s) and SPT (t) are
changed in discrete time-stamps. We overcome this
problem by maintaining only the combinatorial structure of a visibility polygon. We define the combinatorial
structure of a visibility polygon as the sequence of the
vertices of this polygon. Some of these vertices are the
vertices of P which their exact positions are fixed. Others lie on the edges of or inside P and belong to some
vertices of P. Examples of such vertices are Types B
and C vertices of strong and weak visibility polygon
of a segment as discussed before. We do not maintain
the exact position of these vertices during the motion.
However, having this sequence of visible vertices, we can
construct the exact visibility polygon by a linear trace
over it.
Lemma 1 Using the sequence of weakly visible vertices
of segment st, we can find WVP (st) in O(|W V P (st)|).
Proof. According to our definition of the sequence of
visible vertices, we only need to compute the exact position of type B and C vertices in this sequence. For a
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→ e) (a type C vertex V (−
→ e)), we
type B vertex V (−
xv,
uv,
have the two lines defining this vertex which are the
supporting lines of xv (uv) and edge e. So, this vertex
can be computed in constant time. Therefore, the exact
position of all vertices of WVP (st) can be computed by
a linear trace over the sequence of its vertices.
¤
Lemma 2 Using the sequence of strongly visible
vertices of segment st, we can find SVP (st) in
O(|SV P (st)|).
Proof. We only need to find the exact position of the
→ e) (a
type B and C vertices. For a type B vertex V (−
xv,
−
→
−
→
type C vertex V (sv, tu)), we have the two lines defining
this vertex which are the supporting lines of xv and edge
e (the supporting lines of sv and tu). So, these vertices
can be computed in constant time. Therefore, exact
position of all vertices of SVP (st) can be computed by
a linear trace over the sequence of its vertices.
¤
Therefore, we use WVP (SVP ) for the sequence of
weakly (strongly) visible vertices instead of the exact
portion of visible edges.
In order to update WVP (st) and SVP (st) as st
moves, we claim that it is enough to only track changes
of SPT (s) and SPT (t).
Lemma 3 For a moving line segment st in a simple
polygon, WVP (st) is changed only when SPT (s) or
SPT (t) is changed.
Proof. Trivially, the set of type A vertices of WVP (st)
is changed whenever the set of first level children of s or
t in SPT (s) or SPT (t) is changed. Whenever a type B
or a type C vertex appears in (disappears from) WVP ,
a vertex of P has been disappeared from (appeared in)
VP (s) or VP (t). So, changes of these types of vertices happen only when SPT (s) or SPT (t) is changed.
Therefore, WVP (st) is changed only when SPT (s) or
SPT (t) is changed.
¤
Lemma 4 For a moving line segment st in a simple polygon, SVP (st) is changed only when SPT (s) or
SPT (t) is changed.
Proof. The changes of SVP (st) corresponds to changes
of SPT (s) and SPT (t) by the same argument as the
above lemma except for one situation: When two type
B vertices are merged and produce one type C vertex as
st moves, or when this scenario happens in reverse order: a type C vertex is splitted into two type B vertices.
In such situations, SPT (s) and SPT (t) are not changed
and we can not predict such events on SVP (st) only by
tracking events of SPT (s) and SPT (t). We solve this
problem by doing a simple extra check when we want to
obtain the exact strong visibility polygon of st based on
the sequence of SVP (st). Assume that two type B ver−
→
−
tices V (→
sv, e) and V ( tu, e) have been merged and built

−
→
−
a single type C vertex V (→
sv, tu) during the motion, but
we did not detect this change to update SVP (st), accordingly. Then, if we are asked to draw the exact view
of st in its current position, as we trace the sequence of
SVP (st), we detect that the exact position of the two
−
→
→
consecutive vertices V (−
sv, e) and V ( tu, e) on edge e do
not obey their correct order in the sequence of SVP (st).
This is enough to alert us that we have already missed
an event and instead of these two vertices there must be
−
→
→
a single vertex V (−
sv, tu). So, whereas we may missed
some changes of SVP (st) by only tracking changes of
SPT (s) and SPT (t), but, these missed events are detected whenever we compute the exact view without increasing the complexity of the drawing process. Therefore, we ignore such events and only handle the events
happened to SPT (s) and SPT (t).
¤
So, as st moves, we only track the events related to
changes of SPT (s) and SPT (t) and apply necessary
changes to WVP (st) and SVP (st) whenever such an
event happens. As discussed by Aronov et al.[1], two
types of events may happen to SPT (q) as a point q
moves inside a simple polygon. The first event type,
named first-level event, occurs when two consecutive
children of the root of SPT (q) become collinear. In
this case, depending on the moving direction of q, one
of these children will be a child of another one. The
second kind of events happens whenever one of the children of the root of SPT (q) and one of its children become collinear. The latter child is called the principal
child of the former one. We refer to this type of events
as principal-child event type. In this case, depending on
the movement direction, the principal child becomes a
child of the root of SPT (q) next to its current parent.
We apply required changes to SVP (st) for these two
types of events as follows: Assume that a first-level
event has occurred on SPT (t). This means that two
previously visible vertices u and v from t and t itself
are collinear and as t continues its motion, v will not
remain visible to t anymore. If v is not currently in
SVP (st) this event do not affect this sequence. Otherwise, v must be removed from SVP (st). Also, the
→
−
vertex V ( tu, vv 0 ) (v 0 is the vertex next to v in P) or
−
→ −
→
V ( tu, sv) which lies between v and u in SVP (st) must
be removed from this sequence. Moreover, based on the
type of the vertex before v in SVP (st) it must be updated as follows: 1) It is a type A vertex, named v 00 .
In this case, v 00 must lie before v on P and here a new
−
→
vertex V ( tu, v 00 v) is added to SVP (st) before v in this
−
→
sequence. 2) It is a type B vertex, named V ( tv, e). In
this case, this vertex is removed from SVP (st) and a
→
−
new vertex V ( tu, e) is inserted in place of it. 3) It is a
−
→ −→
type C vertex, named V ( tv, su0 ). In this case, it will be
−
→ −→
removed from SVP (st) and a new vertex V ( tu, su0 ) is
inserted in place of it.
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Now, assume that a principal-child event has occurred
on SPT (t), meaning that a previously non-visible vertex
v and a visible vertex u from t and t itself are collinear.
If v is not visible to s (it does not exist in WVP (st)),
SVP (st) is not changed. Otherwise, v must be inserted
into SVP (st) in its correct place and this sequence must
be changed accordingly. In this case, it is simple to
verify that u exists in SVP (st) at the event time and
−
→
there is either a type B vertex V ( tu, e) or a type C
−
→
→
−
vertex V ( tu, su0 ) in SVP (st). In both cases this vertex
must be removed from SVP (st) and, instead, for the
−
→
former, a new vertex V ( tv, e) and for the latter a new
−
→
−
→
vertex V ( tv, su0 ) must be inserted into SVP (st) before v
in this sequence. Also, based on the direction of the edge
vv 0 of P (v 0 is the vertex next to v in P) a new vertex
−
→
→
− →
V ( tu, vv 0 ) or V ( tu, −
sv) must be added to SVP (st) next
to v in this sequence.
It is simple to show that the above
updates
on
SVP (st)
can
be
done
in
O(max(log(|V P (s)|, log(|V P (t)|, log(|SV P (st)|))
which is O(log n):
Lemma 5 Any
visibility
change
event
on
SVP (st)
can
be
computed
in
O(max(log(|V P (s)|, log(|V P (t)|, log(|SV P (st)|))
which is O(log n).

−
→ e) from WVP (st) and instead, vertex V (→
V (−
uv,
tv, e)(if
v is a reflex vertex) must be inserted into WVP (st).
Lemma 6 Any visibility change event on WVP (st) can
be computed in O(log(|W V P (st)|)) which is O(log n).
Proof. As discussed above, to handle an event we need
to search a vertex in VP (s) or VP (t) and find the position of the required changes in WVP (st). Also, we
need to check whether a vertex is visible from the segment st. All of these searches can be done in logarithmic
time. Having the result of these searches, the required
changes can be done in constant time. Events of SPT (s)
and SPT (t) can also be handled in O(log(|V P (s)|) and
O(log(|V P (t)|)), respectively. Hence, every event is
handled in O(log n) time.
¤
Summarizing the above discussions and results, we
have the following theorem:
Theorem 7 A simple polygon P of n vertices and
a given segment st inside it can be preprocessed in
O(n log n) time such that the strong and weak visibility
polygons of st can be updated in O(log n) time for each
change when st moves in a given direction inside P.
Moreover, updates can be computed in O(log2 n) time
whenever st is allowed to change its motion direction.
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